POWER ALL DAY, ANYWHERE!
Modular classroom desks with integrated plug and learn power

Plug and play simplicity
Integrated power
3A + USB-A + USB-C
Flexible and modular
Safe and rapid setup

SUPPORTING FLEXIBLE LEARNING
The rapid rise in student devices in every area of the curriculum has brought a fresh challenge;
the need for all-day power!
The Versa PowerLearn™ desk is the UK’s first truly versatile modular classroom desk that
connects with plug and play simplicity and ease to neighbouring desks to allow safe, rapid
and flexible re-arrangement of a classroom layout by anyone without any specialist equipment
or training.
The Versa PowerLearn™ desk has been designed to future-proof learning environments,
eliminate dangerous trailing wires and power extensions and keep staff and students engaged
and productive. With an integrated power outlet contained within each desk, PowerLearn™
enables everyone to work and study in flexible learning environments.

FUTURE-PROOF LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS
The PowerLearn™ desk can be used in all educational settings, for students of all ages,
including Schools, Colleges, Academies, Universities and Further Education sites.

ICT Suites | All Classrooms | Libraries | Breakout Areas | Learning Zones
The PowerLearn™ desk can also be used in commercial offices, training centres, conference
venues and work spaces of all types.

FEATURES

ADVANTAGES

BENEFITS

PLUG AND PLAY

Easy to use. Anyone can adjust it
and plug it together without the
need for tools.

Doesn’t require your IT team or electricians to
reconfigure cables. No expense associated with
classroom reconfiguration.

FLEXIBLE

Allows more flexible learning.

Gives the teacher scope to reconfigure a classroom
whenever they want to, without having to worry about
wiring, cabling and insufficient power supplies.

MODULAR

One power source will run six desks.

Power all day, anywhere. No flat devices = no missed
learning opportunities.

RAPID SETUP

To suit different teaching styles or
lesson plans.

Teachers can be more creative with their classroom
space allowing for collaboration, group work, debating
and conference layouts.

SAFE

Desks are locked together.
RCD protection device.

This prevents them from being dragged apart and
moved out of alignment.

Desk comes with a resettable
thermal fuse.

The RCD device gives complete protection for the
students.
If the module is overloaded, the fuse safely disconnects
the power and is easily reset by the teacher or student
once the power load is removed.

SPECIFICATION
The Versa PowerLearn™ desk is supplied
pre-wired for IT power provision using
an integrated wiring loom comprising a
robust power module (3A, 230/240VAC
and USB-A and USB-C charging ports).
A flexible lead and a corresponding
connector allows power to be transferred
to adjoining desks.
Specialist desk connectors ensure safe
‘locking’ together to prevent cable damage
and an integrated cable tray allows the
excess cable to be stored away from the
student’s reach.
The Power Kit pack allows the Versa
PowerLearn™ desk to be connected to a
nearby wall or floor socket through an RCD
protected plug and cable ramp for safety.
Height-adjustable feet enable the desks to
be levelled on uneven floors.

SIZE

PowerLearn™
eliminates dangerous
trailing wires and
power extensions

600 x 600 x 760mm

FRAME COLOUR

TABLE TOP COLOURS

White

Grey

Maple

Beech

Oak

Walnut

Silver

Other colours available subject to minimum order quantities (MOQ: 60 desks)

DESK
Delivery: 8 desks per pallet | MOQ: 6 desks

POWER KIT
Each Power Kit includes: RCD + Lead, Floor Ramp, Cable Management Channel and 90degree Link Cable. | One Power Kit required per six desks.
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